Welcome
National Geographic: Americans are Observing Nature during the Pandemic, Helping Scientists with Research

Introduction to the NLM and NNLM
Network of the National Library of Medicine website

Define Citizen Science
SciStarter: What is Citizen Science?
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine: Learning Through Citizen Science: Enhancing Opportunities by Design
The Guardian: Junior Citizen Scientists Investigate the Plight of the Bumblebee
BBC: Citizen Science Bags Five-Planet Haul
Mercury News: See Ash Falling? Take a Picture to Help Scientists Track California Wildfires Likes Never Before
San Antonio Express News: NASA is Building Models to Predict Mosquito-borne Illnesses – and You Can Help
University of Oklahoma: What’s in your Backyard? Citizen Science Soil Collection Program

NLM and SciStarter
SciStarter: Citizen Science Month
SciStarter: Resources for Librarians and Facilitators
NLM’s Page on SciStarter

Libraries and Citizen Science
SciStarter: The Library and Community Guide to Citizen Science
Portland Public Library (Maine): Citizen Science guide
NCSU Libraries: Citizen Science guide
Riverside Regional Library, Measuring Light in the Night: News, Event Details, Event Recording
Citizen Science: Theory and Practice  (Open Access, peer-reviewed journal)

NLM and NIH Resources
MedlinePlus

MedlinePlus: Help Me Understand Genetics
MedlinePlus: Environmental Health

National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences: Kids Environment, Kids Health
National Institute on Aging: Alzheimer disease and Related Dementias

Funding
NNLM Funding

Foundation Center

Citizen Science and Libraries webinar series, Fall 2020
Sept. 30, 2-3:30pm ET, Advance Alzheimer’s Research Online (Stall Catchers)

Oct. 21, 2-3:30pm ET: Fight Plastic Pollution through Citizen Science Online (Debris Tracker)

Nov. 18, 2-3pm ET: Create Your Own Air Quality Sensor with CanAir.io (CanAir.io, in English)

Nov. 18, 4-5pm ET: ¡Crea tu propio sensor de calidad del aire con CanAir.io! (CanAir.io, in Spanish)

Dec. 16, 2-3:30pm ET: Help Develop RNA-based Medicines Online (Eterna)

About Citizen Science
Citizen Science Association

European Citizen Science Association
Citizen Science Home Page
Citizen Science Discussion List
Citizen Science Conference

Find Citizen Science Projects
National Geographic

Zooniverse

NASA

SciStarter
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